
APPENDIX C - KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS

NATIONAL CHESS FEDERATION (NCr): Monaco
CONTINENT: Europe
DEVELOPMENT LEVEL:3
PERIOD:2022

KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS (KPls) 1 are the critical (key) indicators of progress toward an intended

result.

The NCF is required to measure the effectiveness of its programmes using the KPls listed below. At the
beginning of the period, the NCF is expected to complete both the Baseline and End of Period-target

values. lt is possible that a Federation may not be able to report on a particular KPI and this will be taken

into consideration at the end of the reporting period. NCFs can also make use of the 'Comments' field as

required. The NCF is also allowed to include any additional KPls that it considers to be relevant for
reporting purposes. When the NCF is preparing its final report for the end of the reporting period, the
Actual values of the KPls need to be completed for each KPI identified.

KPI STRUCTURE

The KPls' shall be divided into 4 main categories as follows:

Core: These KPls are related to the technical operations of the federation. lt includes number of active
players, number of tournaments, average player ratings as well as supporting 'infrastructure' e.g. number

of arbiters, trainers ETC. Most of this information can be sourced from by FIDE via its website or from the
Elista office. This KPI allows FIDE to ascertain the quality/quantity of the players, technical officials events,

etc...

Social/Special: These examine the engagement in additionaI programmes related to the work of other

FIDE Commissions and their priorities. These include: females, kids/chess in education, vulnerable groups

(refugees, people with special needs, chess in prisons etc.). Federations are encouraged to engage in at
least one such programme. This KPI allows federations to fulfil the horizontal goals of FIDE as chess

impacts several aspects of society.

Promotion: This includes the focus on the dissemination and profiling of chess activities of the federation

and FIDE support. This should include mainstream and social media. lt is important that chess activites

are highlighted so persons within the wider communities understand the value of chess and the role of
FIDE which can increase the opportunities for support.

Partnerships: This includes sponsors, sffategic partners whose objectives are aligned to the federation.
Strategic partners can include other government agencies, NGOS, media outlets. This KPI tracks the efforts
of federations to engage other partners in the support of their mandate so as to build increased

sustainability.

Of course, Federations can also include any other KPls they see as relevant to their operations. The KPls

are listed in the table below.

1 https : / / kpi. o rC/ KP l -Ba s ics
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a lnternational chess

tournaments
0 2 2

Affiliated clubs 1 1 1

socrAr/sPEclAL

Programmes

(Females, Education, Prisons,

refugees etc...)

Program for
kids, beginners

and women,

refugees

Program for kids,

beginners and

women, refugees

Program for kids,

beginners and

women, refugees

Free fees for Ukranians kids

refugees, Alina Golubeva 12

years old have fide rating now

Participants in each programme Kids 60

Beginners 20

Women :8

Refugees :10

Kids 60

Beginners 20

Women 8

Refugees : 10

Kids 65

Beginners 20

Women 8

Refugees : 15

PROMOTION

Positive or neutral coverage in

Mainstream media

Social Media/Websites

Other

8

72

10

15

10

15

PARTNERSHIPS

Chess sponsors 3 4 4

Other Strategic Partners e.g. NOC,

Media, government organisations,

NGOs

2 2 2

OTHER

Please feel free to specify any other

KPI that may be important to the

operations of the federation

We will participate to European

youth team championship for
the L't time
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APPENDIX D. REPORT ON FUNDING

NATIONAI CHESS FEDERATION (NCF): Monaco

CONTINENT: EuroPe

DEVELOPMENT LEVEL:3

Please complete ALL requested fields in this report'

L. Programme/ProiectName:

2"d TIEPAM, lnternationa I Tournament for blind players + kids

2. Programme/Proiect Dates:

28 octobre 2 novembre 2022

3. Summary of Project Outcomes:

7 federations represented, it's a very good experience for the young players of Monaco who have been

confronted with a handicaP.
4.

5. Breakdown of Funding Usage (Please provide supporting documents as far as possible):

6. Anyfundsnotyetused?Yes- No 

-lf No, please provide reasons and details on how and when the funds will be utilised:

All funds have been used

7. Lessons Learned/Future lmprovements:

B. Excellent life lesson between blind players and young Monaco

players
9

1
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TIEPAM 2022
This second edition would not have seen the light of day without the titanic work of Jean L'Herbon 
de Lussats :
- the organization of the stay with obviously the difficulties of picking up all the disabled guests 
arriving some at the airport, others at the station, by intercity or Monegasque buses
- the stay with accommodation at the Marriott hotel in Cap D'Ail with the tournament on the other 
side of the street and therefore in the principality within the grounds of the Louis II Stadium, well 
known to AS Monaco supporters
- evenings in different restaurants with musical ambiance
- prizes for all participants (a flocked tote bag in the colors of the tournament with chocolate chess 
pieces inside) and a colorful prize-giving ceremony

Congratulations to Jean who fully deserves the applause received during the awards ceremony !

We must also thank all the volunteers who allowed the most visually impaired among us to evolve 
during the tournament: Magali, Laurence, Teresa, Massimo's wife, Elisabeth, Théo's mother, 
Thevenet family, Patch (!!) and also the hotel staff. Thank you very much !!

Now let's get to the tournament participants. There are 3 types of participants: the blind ones, the 
visually impaired ones and young Monegasques.
1/ The Blind ones

 Note that despite their FIDE code FRA and MNC, Philippe and Khanh are Belgian and Swiss 
respectively. A Kosovar player was supposed to join us but visa problems prevented him from doing
so.



2/ the visually impaired ones

Favorite players are in this category
3/ the young players from CEMC Monaco

Young people have a low ranking or none, but their training at the Monaco club and their Slavic 
origins make them opponents to survey.

Some statistics: 38 participants including 11 blind, 10 visually impaired, 17 young people. 15 
players with a FIDE rating, 9 players, 6 veterans, 10 seniors plus (+50 years old), 8 players -8 years 
old, 1 guide dog (Patch) and an arbiter.



Round 1 – Friday 3 p.m.
Philippe De Coninck manages to beat AEPA president Bernard Duthoit, while young Nikita 
Kriuchkov surprises Massimo Maccaferri

Round 2 – Saturday 9 a.m.
Tatana Polnarova shares the point with Giulano Caputi. In the Nice derby, it was Michel Farfallini 
who took the point from Jacques Esformes. In the match for supremacy in the Belgian kingdom, 
Alex Geerinck wins over Said Gharbi. The match between the presidents of the blind players' 
associations of Austria and France produced a draw between Mahendra Galani and Bernard Duthoit.
Massimo Maccaferri falls again against the young Gregory with the predestined name of Karpov.

Round 3 – Saturday 3 p.m.
4 players manage to line up a 3rd point: Yann Thevenet, Olivier Deville, Josef Polnar and Theo 
Ambrosino.

Round 4 – Sunday 9 a.m.
The favorites neutralize each other. The players are in good shape, Tatana and Fiorina beat Michel 
and Giulano.
Nathalie Rodriguez-De Coninck draws with Jean for whom it is difficult to play while being the 
organizer and thinking of the small details to be settled so that everyone finds the most successful 
stay possible.

Round 5 – Monday 9am
Josef Polnar and Theo Ambrosino score the point to move to 4.5pts/5 while the French Yann 
Thevenet and Olivier Deville are neutralized table 1.
It should be noted that the rate of 90min+ 30s/move is a rate that does not leave much time to blind 
and visually impaired players who naturally waste time due to the notation of the game (verbal 
exchanges confirming the moves played with players of different mother tongues, and notation (in 
Braille or by sound recording)

Round 6 – Monday 3 p.m.
The leading positions remain the same with 3 draws at the first boards.
Behind, the youngsters learned well the life lesson that is the tournament, showing the inclusion of 
blind and visually impaired players and sharing in the practice of the sport of chess, having learned 
perfectly the processes for playing with visually impaired people: verbally announcing one's move 
(with Anna Bella, Cesar, etc …. ) check that the visually impaired opponent plays this move on the 
chessboard then confirm by repeating the move

Round 7 – Tuesday 9 a.m.
The 2 players in the lead with 5 points, Josef Polnar and Theo Ambrosino play against their 
pursuers Yann Thevenet and Olivier Deville while the players compete for the cup of the first 
player. The players push, try but the defenses are solid and it is draws that are signed. Alex 
Geerinck and Catherine Dib are the last to play and the Belgian closes the tournament with a 
victory.

All the results are on chess-results :
http://chess-results.com/tnr676196.aspx 
Album pictures :
https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10160803417474551&type=3 

Prizes :

https://www.facebook.com/media/set/?set=a.10160803417474551&type=3
http://chess-results.com/tnr676196.aspx


Second Tournoi international d’échecs pour aveugles de Monaco
(TIÉPAM)

CLASSEMENT GÉNÉRAL :
Premier : Jozef POLNAR (CZE) 640€
Deuxième : Theo AMBROSINO (FRA) 320€
Troisième : Yann THEVENET (FRA) 160€
Quatrième : Giulano CAPUTI (ITA) 80€
Cinquième : Olivier DEVILLE (FRA) 40€

CATÉGORIE FÉMININE :
Premier : Fiorina BEREZOVSKY (MNC) 200€
Deuxième : Tatana POLNAROVA (CZE) 100€
Troisième : Lisa GAUTIER (FRA) 50€

CATÉGORIE VÉTÉRANS
Premier : Bernard DUTHOIT (FRA) 200€
Deuxième : Yves ORTIS (FRA) 100€
Troisième : Michel FARFALLINI (FRA) 50€

CATÉGORIE JEUNES
Premier : Sergj PUGACHEV (MNC) 200€
Deuxième : Nikita KRIUCHKOV (MNC) 100€
Troisième : Alina GOLUBEVA (MNC) 50€

CATÉGORIE « MOINS DE 1400 ÉLO »
Premier : Said GHARBI (BEL) 200€
Deuxième : Mahendra GALANI (AUT) 100€
Troisième : Philippe DE CONINCK (BEL) 50€

The awards ceremony took place at the clubhouse of AS Monaco multisports in the presence of the 
president of the Monegasque chess federation Jean-Michel Rapaire and Marlene Harnois, Olympic 
medalist in taekwendo and representative of the champions of peace of the Monegasque NGO
 Peace & Sport..
Previously, the tournament had been opened by Messrs David Tomatis, adviser to Prince Albert II 
and Lukasz Turlej, Secretary General of FIDE who had symbolically played the first move on 
several boards at the start of round 1.
Note that the seven-time French champion and eight-time European champion with the CEMC 
Almira Skripchenko, also came to play the first symbolic move on several chessboards during 
round 6.

Reportage sur Monaco Infos
https://youtu.be/KDW_z-tKXLo 

https://youtu.be/KDW_z-tKXLo
https://www.peace-sport.org/fr/accueil/


Second Tournoi international d'échecs pour aveugles de

Monaco (TIÉPAM)

Facture du 2 novem bre ZOZ2à l'attention de Mr Jean Michel Rapaire, Fédération Monégasque des

Echecs.

Total 2640€

Répartis selon le classement

CLASSEMENT CÉruÉRRI- :

Premier : Jozef POLNAR (CZE)

Deuxième : Theo AMBROSINO (FRA)

Troisième : Yann THEVENET (FRA)

Quatrième : Giulano CAPUTI (lTA)

Cinquième : Olivier DEVILLE (FRA)

CATÉGORIE rÉVtttttrur :

Premier : Fiorina BEREZOVSKY (MNC)

Deuxième : Tatana POLNAROVA (CZE)

Troisième : Lisa GAUTIER (FRA)

cATÉGoRlE vÉrÉnnrus

Premier : Bernard DUTHOIT (FRA)

Deuxième : Yves ORTIS (FRA)

Troisième : Michel FARFALLINI (FRA)

CATÉGORIE JEUNES

Premier: Sergj PUGACHEV (MNC)

Deuxième : Nikita KRIUCHKOV (MNC)

Troisième : Alina GOLUBEVA (MNC)

640€

320€

160€

80€

40€

200€

100€

50€

200€

100€

s0€

200€.

100€

50€

CATÉGORIE « MOINS DE 14OO ÉLO »



Premier :

Deuxième

Troisième

Said GHARBI (BEL)

Mahendra GALANI (AUT)

Philippe DE CONINCK (BEL)

200€

100€

50€
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Fédêration Monêgasque des Echecs

5. ue des C)lii ier s

!18000 \lonaco

Arrivêe :

Dêpart :

PM:
Facture:

27 I to 122
07l]L|122
9007

40657+

Date facture: 1 1 nov -22

A/R #: FR3l45
RESUME DÈTAILLE DE LI\ FACTURATION

Nombre P,U-

40.o0

40.00

40.00

40.00

TVA

1ovo

LOo/"

too/"

70%

HT

t,763.64

1,163.64

1,O90.91

1,163.64

1,2AO.OO

1,280.00

1,200.oo

1,280.00

28-oct.-22

29-oct.-22

3O-oct.-22

3l-oct.22

25-ocl.-22

RESTAURATION

Dinner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

Déjeuner

ACOIIPTr^S

30

13,977.60

Total

Balance

T.T,C

5750.40

TVA 109,i

'rvA 10'/o

TVA 20%

T\lA Oori,

H.T,

1_1612.73

6031.82
0.00
319.00

T.V.A.
1161.27
603.18
0.o0
o.o0

12774.OO Hébergement

6635.O0 Restauration et autres

o.oo

319_00

Bâlâace due : 575O.4O €UROS

sil{r.-'iJ o,i L,rrrr-i:«tron mrnli':nEat 1L Jciiiül'
Pa:.::È.:it af, 11,r!,prr,n1 ?;.-: ri't!\r-!rrF:r flru. F:- {':1.f,1 rnl ilF;

dc
L-l€ re.i,rt!uf,rrnl Lir

RiVIERA MARRIOTT HATEL
LA PORTE DÊ HONACO

tèfrl r,, \ lrui!'-.1

.qARHIOTT

îA

TTC

.60
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Arrivée: 27llol22
Départ: Olltll22
PM: 9007

Fâcture: 406574
Date fâcturei 11-nov.-22

A/R #: FR31'15

Fêdêration Monégasque des Echecs

5, rue des Oliviers
98O00 N{ona.:o

R"ESUME DETAILLE DE LA FACTURÂTION

Mæriott d'Ail -
Nombre P.U. Trc TVA HT

948. i8
596.36

33.00

812.73

1,640.00

61 .60

812.7s

1,640.00

6 1.6t)

E 12.73

1,640.00

61 .60

812.73

1,640.00

61.60

872.73

894.55

39. ôL)

r,o43.00

656.00

33.00

894.00

i.804.00

61 .60

894.00

1,Eo4.00

61 .60

E94.00

1,804.00

61.60

894.00

1,804.O0

6r.60

TTC CREDIT
Date

HPBERGEMENT

27-ocl.-22 Chambre Simple

Chambre Double

City tâ

28-ocl.-22 Chmbre Simple

Chambre Double

City tax

29-oct.-22 Chambre Simple

Chmbre Double

City tax

30-oct.-22 Chmbre Simple

Chmbre Double

City ta

31-oct.-22 Chænbre Simple

Chmbre Doublc

City td

L-nov.-22 Chmbre Simple

Chmbre Double

Cit_y tax

RIl/IÉRA I{ARRIOT'I- HG'I'EL
LÀ POF:'I'g Ë}E Êg!ONACO
Èod d- CÉE d'arr, oÉ3?o Éæ d'Âil. Èrr^<e
T: -l5.to){-er1o.sr6, lF: -s}.(or< s21o-67æl

i 49,00

164.00

to'%

to%

ook

6

11

28

14q.00

164.00

2_20

10%

10'k

oah

10y"

10%

otyo

6

11

2a

149.00

164.00

2.20

lûo/o

to%
oYo

7

4

15

6

11

28

6

11

6

149.00

164.00

2.20

I 49.00

164.00

10%

10%

o%

7001,

10%

Oo/o

6

18

149.O0

164.00

2-20

894.00

984.00

39.60



APPENDIX D - REPORT ON FUNDING

NATIONAL CHESS FEDERATION (NCr): Monaco

CONTINENT: Europe

DEVELOPMENT LEVEL: 3

Please complete At[ requested fields in this report.

1. Programme/ProjectName:

2ème Tournoi lnternational pour les Aveugles

2, Programme/Project Dates:

28 octobre 2 novembre 2022

3. Summary of Project Outcomes:

7 fédérations représentées, c'est une tres bonne experience pourles jeunes joueurs de Monaco qui

ont été confrontés au handicap.

4. Breakdown of Funding Usage (Please provide supporting documents as far as possible):

(rr-c^l\ ,.r)-ÿre ,.\- P &eaf *-d ll . ['. € ÿr,r lri: lt -

5. Any funds not yet used? Yes 

- 

No 

-lf No, please provide reasons and details on how and when the funds will be utilised:

Tous les fonds ont été utilisés

5. LessonsLearned/Futurelmprovements:

Excellente leçon de vie entre les joueurs aveugles et les jeunes joueurs de Monaco

On behalf of TEDERATION

RÀP§i rt' 5 Q,;»,,n ÿq r»ne
Yl"'{,1 À f ' 8l ")l ?oz)Date:

Cercle d'Echecs de Monte-Cari.;
ChF4C

§ rue des Oliviers t4C lrl:CCC lvlLltiAci_j
cernc@libellc,cci.l

President <Federation>
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